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Abstract

Recently, it was shown for the DL EL that subsumption and instance problem
w.r.t. cyclic terminologies can be decided in polynomial time. In this paper, we
show that both problems remain tractable even when admitting general concept
inclusion axioms and simple role inclusion axioms.

1 Motivation

In the area of DL based knowledge representation, the utility of general TBoxes,
i.e., TBoxes that allow for general concept inclusion (GCI) axioms, is well known.
For instance, in the context of the medical terminology Galen [18], GCIs are used
especially for two purposes [16]:

• indicate the status of objects: instead of introducing several concepts for the
same concept in different states, e.g., normal insulin secretion, abnormal but harmless

insulin secretion, and pathological insulin secretion, only insulin secretion is defined while
the status, i.e., normal, abnormal but harmless, and pathological, is implied by GCIs
of the form . . . v ∃has status.pathological.

• to bridge levels of granularity and add implied meaning to concepts. A classical
example [11] is to use a GCI like

ulcer u ∃has loc.stomach

v ulcer u ∃has loc.(lining u ∃is part of.stomach)

to render the description of ‘ulcer of stomach’ more precisely to ‘ulcer of lining
of stomach’ if it is known that ‘ulcer of stomach’ is specific of the lining of the
stomach.

It has been argued that the use of GCIs facilitates the re-use of data in applications of
different levels of detail while retaining all inferences obtained from the full descrip-
tion [18]. Hence, to examine reasoning w.r.t. general TBoxes has a strong practical
motivation.
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Research on reasoning w.r.t. general TBoxes has mainly focused on very expres-
sive DLs, reaching as far as, e.g., ALCNR [5] and SHIQ [12], in which deciding
subsumption of concepts w.r.t. general TBoxes is EXPTIME hard. Fewer results exist
on subsumption w.r.t. general terminologies in DLs below ALC. In [9] the problem
is shown to remain EXPTIME complete for a DL providing only conjunction, value
restriction and existential restriction. The same holds for the small DL AL which al-
lows for conjunction, value and unqualified existential restriction, and primitive nega-
tion [7]. Even for the simple DL FL0, which only allows for conjunction and value
restriction, subsumption w.r.t. cyclic TBoxes with descriptive semantics is PSPACE
hard [14], implying hardness for general TBoxes.

Recently, however, it was shown for the DL EL that subsumption and instance
problem w.r.t. cyclic terminologies can be decided in polynomial time [3, 2]. In the
present paper we show that even w.r.t. general ELH-TBoxes, including GCIs and
simple role inclusion axioms, subsumption and instance problem remain tractable. A
surprising result given that DL systems usually employed for reasoning over general
terminologies implement—highly optimized—EXPTIME algorithms [13, 10]. Similarly,
Racer [10], the only practicable reasoner for ABox reasoning w.r.t. general TBoxes,
uses an EXPTIME algorithm for the very expressive DL ALCNHR+ .

The paper is organized as follows. Basic definitions related to general ELH TBoxes
are introduced in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we show how to decide subsumption
and instance problem, respectively, w.r.t. general ELH-TBoxes in polynomial time.
All details and full proofs of our results can be found in our technical report [4].

2 General TBoxes in ELH
Concept descriptions are inductively defined with the help of a set of concept construc-
tors, starting with a set Ncon of concept names and a set Nrole of role names. In this
paper, we consider the DL ELH which provides the concept constructors top-concept
(>), conjunction (C uD), and existential restrictions (∃r.C). As usual, ELH concept
descriptions are interpreted w.r.t. a model-theoretic semantics, see [4] for details.

An EL-terminology (called EL-TBox) is a finite set T of axioms of the form C v D
(called GCI ) or C .= D (called definition iff C ∈ Ncon) or r v s (called simple role
inclusion axiom (SRI)), where C and D are concept descriptions defined in L and
r, s ∈ Nrole. A concept name A ∈ Ncon is called defined in T iff T contains one or
more axioms of the form A v D or A .= D. The size of T is defined as the sum of the
sizes of all axioms in T . Denote by NTcon the set of all concept names occurring in T
and by NTrole the set of all role names occurring in T . A TBox that may contain GCIs
is called general. Denote by ELH the extension of EL by SRIs in TBoxes.

An interpretation I is a model of T iff for every GCI C v D ∈ T it holds that
CI ⊆ DI , for every definition C .= D it holds that CI = DI , and for every SRI r v s
it holds that rI ⊆ sI . A concept description C subsumes a concept description D
w.r.t. T (C vT D) iff CI ⊆ DI in every model I of T . C and D are equivalent w.r.t.
T (C ≡T D) iff they subsume each other w.r.t. T .

An ELH-ABox is a finite set of assertions of the form A(a) (called concept assertion)



or r(a, b) (called role assertion), where A ∈ Ncon, r ∈ Nrole, and a, b are individual
names from a set Nind. I is a model of a TBox T together with an ABox A iff I is a
model of T and aI ∈ ∆I such that all assertions in A are satisfied, i.e., aI ∈ AI for
all A(a) ∈ A and (aI , bI) ∈ rI for all r(a, b) ∈ A. An individual name a is an instance
of C w.r.t. T (A |=T C(a)) iff aI ∈ AI for all models I of T together with A. Denote
by NAind the set of all individual names occurring in an ABox A.

The above semantics for TBoxes and ABoxes is usually called descriptive seman-
tics [15]. In case of an empty TBox, we write C v D instead of C v∅ D and
analogously C ≡ D instead of C ≡∅ D.

Example 1 As an example of what can be expressed by an ELH-TBox, consider
the following TBox showing in an extremely simplified fashion a part of a medical
terminology.

Pericardium v Tissue u ∃cont in.Heart

Pericarditis v Inflammation

u ∃has loc.Pericardium

Inflammation v Disease u ∃acts on.Tissue

Disease u ∃has loc.∃comp of.Heart v Heartdisease

u ∃is state.NeedsTreatment

cont in v comp of

The TBox contains four GCIs and one SRI, stating, e.g., that Pericardium is tissue
contained in the heart and that a diesease located in a component of the heart is
a heart disease and requires treatment. Without going into detail, one can check
that Pericarditis would be classified as a heart disease requiring treatment because,
as stated in the TBox, Pericarditis is a disease located in the Pericardium contained
in the heart, and everything contained in something is a component of it.1

3 Subsumption in ELH w.r.t. general TBoxes

We aim to show that subsumption of ELH concepts w.r.t. general TBoxes can be de-
cided in polynomial time. A natural question is whether we may not simply utilize an
existing decision procedure for a more expressive DL which might exhibit polynomial
time complexity when applied to ELH-TBoxes. Using the standard tableaux algorithm
deciding consistency of general ALC-TBoxes [1] as an example, one can show that this
approach in general does not bear fruit, even for the sublanguage EL, see [4].

Hence, new techniques are required exploiting the simpler structure of general
ELH-TBoxes better. The first step in our approach is to transform TBoxes into a
normal form which limits the use of complex concept descriptions to the most basic
cases.

1The example is only supposed to show the features of ELH and in no way claims to be adequate
from a Medical KR point of view.



Definition 2 (Normalized ELH-TBox) Let T be an ELH-TBox over Ncon and Nrole.
T is normalized iff (i) T contains only GCIs and SRIs, and, (ii) all of the GCIs have
one of the following forms:

A v B
A1 uA2 v B

A v ∃r.B
∃r.A v B,

where A,A1, A2, B represent concept names from Ncon or the top concept >.

Such a normal form can be computed by exhaustively applying the following trans-
formation rules.

Definition 3 (Normalization rules) Let T be an ELH-TBox over Ncon and Nrole.
For every ELH-concept description C,D,E over Nrole ∪ {>} and for every r ∈ Nrole,
the ELH-normalization rules are defined modulo commutativity of conjunction (u) as
follows:

NF1 C
.= D −→ {C v D, D v C}

NF2 Ĉ uD v E −→ {Ĉ v A, A uD v E}
NF3 ∃r.Ĉ v D −→ {Ĉ v A, ∃r.A v D}
NF4 C v ∃r.D̂ −→ {C v ∃r.A, A v D̂}

NF5 C v D u E −→ {C v D, C v E}

where Ĉ, D̂ denote non-atomic concept descriptions and A denotes a new concept
name from Ncon. Applying a rule G −→ S to T changes T to (T \ {G}) ∪ S. The
normalized TBox norm(T ) is defined by exhaustively applying Rules NF1 to NF4 and,
after that, exhaustively applying Rule NF5.

The size of T is increased only linearly by exhaustive application of Rule NF1.
Since this rule never becomes applicable as a consequence of Rules NF2 to NF5, we may
restrict our attention to Rules NF2 to NF5. A single application of one of the Rules NF2

to NF4 increases the size of T only by a constant, introducing a new concept name and
splitting one GCI into two. Exhaustive application therefore produces an ontology of
linear size in the size of T .

After exhaustive application of Rules NF1 to NF4, the left-hand side of every GCI
is of constant size. Hence, applying Rule NF5 exhaustively similarly yields an ontology
of linear size in T . Conseqently, the following lemma holds.

Lemma 4 The normalized TBox norm(T ) can be computed in linear time in the size
of T . The resulting ontology is of linear size in the size of T .



ISR If s ∈ Si(r) and s v t ∈ T and t 6∈ Si+1(r)
then Si+1(r) := Si+1(r) ∪ {t}

IS1 If A1 ∈ Si(α) and A1 v B ∈ T and B 6∈ Si+1(α)
then Si+1(α) := Si+1(α) ∪ {B}

IS2 If A1, A2 ∈ Si(α) and A1 uA2 v B ∈ T
and B 6∈ Si+1(α) then Si+1(α) := Si+1(α) ∪ {B}

IS3 If A1 ∈ Si(α) and A1 v ∃r.B ∈ T
and B1 ∈ Si(B) and s ∈ Si(r) and ∃s.B1 v C ∈ T
and C 6∈ Si+1(α) then Si+1(A) := Si+1(α) ∪ {C}

Figure 1: Rules for implication sets

Note that applying Rule NF5 before exhaustive application of the other rules may
produce a terminology of quadratic size in the size of T .

Our strategy is, for every concept name A ∈ NTcon and >, to compute a set of
concept names S∗(A) with the following property: whenever in some point x in a
model of T the concept A holds then every concept in S∗(A) necessarily also holds in
x. Similarly, for every role r we want to represent by S∗(r) the set of all roles included
in r. The simple structure of GCIs in normalized TBoxes allows us to define such sets
as follows. To simplify notation, let NT ,>con := NTcon ∪ {>}.

Definition 5 (Implication set) Let T denote a normalized ELH-TBox T over Ncon

and Nrole. For every A ∈ NT ,>con (r ∈ NTrole) and every i ∈ N, the set Si(A) (Si(r))
is defined inductively, starting by S0(A) := {A,>} (S0(r) := {r}). For every i ≥ 0,
Si+1(A) (Si+1(r)) is obtained by extending Si(A) (Si(r)) by exhaustive application
of the extension rules shown in Figure 1, where α ∈ NT ,>con . The implication set
S∗(A) of A is defined as the infinite union S∗(A) :=

⋃
i≥0 Si(A). Analogously, define

S∗(r) :=
⋃
i≥0 Si(r).

Note that the successor Si+1(A) of some Si(A) is generally not the result of only a
single rule application. Si+1(A) is complete only if no more rules are applicable to any
Si(B) or Si(r). Implication sets induce a reflexive and transitive but not symmetric
relation on NT ,>con and NTrole, since B ∈ S∗(A) does not imply A ∈ S∗(B). We have to
show that the idea underlying implication sets is indeed correct. Hence, the occurrence
of a concept name B in S∗(A) implies that A vT B and vice versa.

Lemma 6 For every normalized ELH-TBox over Ncon and Nrole, (i) for every r, s ∈
NTrole, s ∈ S∗(r) iff r vT s, and (ii) for every A,B ∈ NT ,>con it holds that B ∈ S∗(A) iff
A vT B.

We give a proof sketch, the full proof is shown in [4]. For Claim (i), obviously
r vT s iff (r, s) is in the transitive closure induced by all s′ v t′ ∈ T . Exactly this
closure is computed breadth-first by means of Rule ISR.

For the direction (⇒) of Claim (ii), assume x ∈ AI for some model I of T and
B ∈ S∗(A). Proof by induction over the minimal n with B ∈ Sn(A). For n = 0, B ∈



{A,>}, implying x ∈ BI . For n > 0, we distinguish the rule which caused the inclusion
of B in the ith step. In each case the induction hypothesis for the precondition of
Rule IS1 to IS3 implies the semantical consequence x ∈ BI . For instance, if B has been
included in Sn(A) as a result of Rule IS3 then there exist concept names A1, A2, A3 ∈
NT ,>con such that, on the one hand, A1 ∈ Sn−1(A) and G := A1 v ∃r.A2 ∈ T , and
on the other hand, A3 ∈ Sn−1(A2) and H := ∃s.A3 v B ∈ T with s ∈ Sn−1(r). By
induction hypothesis, r vT s, implying by G that x ∈ (∃r.A2)I . Since A3 ∈ Sn−1(A2)
the induction hypothesis implies x ∈ AI1 and x ∈ (∃s.A3)I , yielding by H that x ∈ BI .

The reverse direction (⇐) is more involved. We show that if B 6∈ S∗(A) then there
is a model I of T with a witness xA ∈ AI \ BI . We construct a canonical model
I for A starting from a single vertex xA ∈ AI , iteratively applying generation rules
which extend I so as to satisfy all GCIs in T . As T is normalized, one rule for each
type of GCI suffices. For instance, a GCI A v ∃r.B induces for x ∈ AI the creation
of an r-successor labeled B. After showing that the (possibly infinite) model thus
constructed is in fact a model of A, we show by induction over the construction of I
that the following property holds for every vertex x. If A is the first concept name
to whose interpretation x was added and if also x ∈ BI then B ∈ S∗(A). Note that
this holds in general only if A is the ‘oldest’ concept with x ∈ AI . The induction step
exploits the fact that if a generation rule for I forces x into the extension of B then
one of the Rules IS1 to IS3 includes B into some Sm(A). For instance, in the most
simple case, if x ∈ BI because of a GCI C v B then at some point previous, x ∈ CI ,
implying C ∈ S∗(A) by induction hypothesis, yielding B ∈ S∗(A) by Rule IS1.

To show decidability in polynomial time it suffices to show that, (i) T can be
normalized in polynomial time (see above), and, (ii) for all A ∈ NT ,>con and r ∈ NTrole,
the sets S∗(A) and S∗(r) can be computed in polynomial time in the size of T . Every
Si+1(A) and Si+1(r) depends only on sets with index i. Hence, once Si+1(A) = Si(A)
and Si+1(r) = Si(r) holds for all A and r the complete implication sets are obtained.
This happens after a polynomial number of steps, since Si(A) ⊆ NTcon and Si(r) ⊆
NTrole. To compute Si+1(A) and Si+1(r) from the Si(B) and Si(s) costs only polynomial
time in the size of T .

Theorem 7 Subsumption in ELH w.r.t. general TBoxes can be decided in polynomial
time.

4 The instance problem in ELH w.r.t. general TBoxes

We show that the instance problem in ELH w.r.t. general TBoxes can be decided
in polynomial time. To this end, the approach to decide subsumption by means of
implication sets for concept names presented in the previous section is extended to
ABox individuals. For every individual name a ∈ NAind, we want to compute a set
S∗(a) of concept names with the following property: if A ∈ S∗(a) then in every model
I of T together with A the individual aI is a witness of A (and vice versa). To extend
the definition of implication sets in this way we generalize Rules IS1 to IS3 to individual
names and introduce a new Rule IS4 specifically for individual names.



IS4 If r(a, b) ∈ A and B ∈ Si(b) and s ∈ Si(r)
and ∃s.B v C ∈ T and C 6∈ Si+1(a)
then Si+1(a) := Si+1(a) ∪ {C}

Figure 2: Additional rule for implication sets (instance problem)

Definition 8 (Implication set) Let T denote a normalized ELH-TBox T over Ncon

and Nrole and A an ABox over Nind, NTcon and NTrole. For every r ∈ NTrole, A ∈ NT ,>con ,
and a ∈ NAind and for every i ∈ N, the sets Si(r), Si(A), and Si(a) are defined
inductively, starting by

S0(r) := {r}
S0(A) := {A,>}
S0(a) := {A | A(a) ∈ A} ∪ {>}.

For every i ≥ 0, Si+1(r), Si+1(A), and Si+1(a) are obtained by extending Si(r), Si(A),
and Si(a), respectively, by exhaustive application of Rules ISR to IS4 shown in Figures 1
and 2, where α ∈ NT ,>con ∪ NAind. The implication set S∗(r) of r is defined as the
infinite union S∗(r) :=

⋃
i≥0 Si(r). Analogously, define S∗(A) :=

⋃
i≥0 Si(A) and

S∗(a) :=
⋃
i≥0 Si(a).

Since the above definition extends Definition 5 without adding new rules for
concept-implication sets S∗(A), Lemma 6 still holds. The following lemma shows that
the idea underlying individual-implication sets S∗(a) is also correct in the sense that
A ∈ S∗(a) iff A |=T A(a). W.l.o.g. we assume that every individual name a ∈ NAind

has at most one concept assertion A(a) ∈ A. For every a with {A1(a), A2(a)} ⊆ A
this can be satisfied by (i) introducing new TBox definitions of the form Aa v A1uA2

and A1 u A2 v Aa, where Aa is a new concept name, and, (ii) modifying A to
(A \ {A1(a), A2(a)})∪ {Aa(a)}. Iterating this modification yields a normalized TBox
T ′ of linear size in T with the required property.

Lemma 9 Let T be a normalized ELH-TBox over Ncon and Nrole and A an ABox
over Nind, NTcon and NTrole. For every A0 ∈ NTcon and every a0 ∈ NAind, A0 ∈ S∗(a0) iff
A |=T A0(a0).

Similar to Lemma 6, proof direction (⇒) is shown by induction over the least n
for which A0 ∈ Sn(a0). For the more interesting reverse direction (⇐), we assume
A0 6∈ S∗(a0) and construct a canonical model I of T together with A where aI 6∈ AI .
See [4] for the full proof.

The proof of decidability in polynomial time is analogous to the case of subsump-
tion: regarding computational complexity, the individual-implication sets S∗(a) have
the same properties as concept-implication sets. The new Rule IS4 also does not in-
crease the complexity of computing the sets S∗(a) significantly.

Theorem 10 The instance problem in ELH w.r.t. general TBoxes can be decided in
polynomial time.



5 Conclusion

We have seen how subsumption and instance problem in ELH w.r.t. general TBoxes can
be decided in polynomial time. Moreover, the implication sets computed for one TBox
T can be used to decide all subsumptions between defined (or primitive) concepts in
T . Hence, classifying T requires only a single computation of the implication sets
for T . The same holds for the instance problem, where a single computation of the
relevant implication sets suffices to classify T and decide all instance problems w.r.t.
defined (or primitive) concepts occurring in T .

Since subsumption and instance problem remain tractable under the transition
from cyclic to general EL-TBoxes, the second natural question is how far the DL can
be extended further preserving tractability. Obviously, adding value restrictions makes
subsumption NP hard even for the empty TBox [8]. Moreover, it can be shown that
adding one of the constructors number restriction, disjunction, or allsome [6] makes
subsumption co-NP hard even without GCIs.

It is open, however, whether subsumption and instance problem w.r.t. general
TBoxes remain tractable when extending ELH by inverse roles. Extending our sub-
sumption algorithm by more expressive role constructors might lead the way to a
more efficient reasoning algorithm for the representation language underlying the
Galen [17] terminology, where inverse roles and complex role inclusion axioms can
be expressed. While the polynomial upper bound would undoubtedly be exceeded,
still a complexity better than EXPTIME might be feasible.
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